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Dear Readers!
We must dare to imagine what a sustainable way of managing the economy could be like: that’s
what author Ilija Trojanow recommends in ‘The Superfluous Human’, an essay on human dignity in late capitalism. Imagining something that does not yet exist but might become real is
a good basis for making dreams come true and thus embark upon alternative approaches, in
spite of all obstacles. Daring to imagine something new also means contrasting the possibility
of failure with the possibility of succeeding.
This annual report looks back on our activities and developments in the past business year. In
economic terms, we are back on a healthy basis. The profit we have made will remain in the
company – just as in the past decades – and thus consolidate our capital stock. The increase
in small loans has revealed that – in spite of a change in the loan agreements, as it has become necessary to include a subordination clause – our lenders continue to have confidence
in EZA’s positive development. This gives rise to optimism, and is very motivating. In view
of the current result, it seems safe to assume that 2014/15 will be another profitable year.
eZA is Austria‘s Fair trade
pioneer and its largest Fair
trade importer. We have practised an alternative way of trading since 1975. our shareholders are A3W Action third
World Association (40%), as
well as the Catholic Men’s
Movements of upper Austria
(23.33%), Austria (20%) and
Innsbruck (16.67%).

In the past business year, our trading partners have again produced numerous products to
suit our customers’ taste. We have nevertheless noticed that the general conditions for our
customers and ourselves have not become at all easier. Competition and cost pressure have
increased, as has the challenge to develop new products and adapt them to meet high expectations on the part of customers. Implementing high social, ecological and product-related
standards isn’t something that “just happens”. It requires great effort by many stakeholders
along the production chain, and it isn’t cost-neutral. Communicating this fact has been the
focus of our information and communication activities here in Austria, as well as in the
context of the study trips to partner organisations which we have again organised for the
worldshops, after a two-year break.
Next year EZA, and thus Fair Trade in Austria, will celebrate its 40-year anniversary. We’re
looking forward to a lively discussion on which path to follow in order to contribute to implementing the vision of a humane way of life, in an ecologically sound way, for everybody
on Earth.

EZa fairer Handel GmbH
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our diet of the future: Good food for everybody!
The austrian Worldshop Conference held in Salzburg in September 2013 marked the beginning of our
focal activities for autumn, with food as the main theme, and two products at the centre of interest:
quinoa and rice. The United Nations declared 2013 the International Year of Quinoa, a natural food
resource with extraordinary nutritive value. On this occasion, EZA invited Gladys Charal López
from the Bolivian Anapqui cooperative to visit Austria. Anapqui has been EZA’s partner organisation since 1996. At the conference, Gladys gave the participants an insight into the importance
of quinoa, the ‘wonder grain’ of the Incas, for the Bolivian people, as well as her work as a quinoa
farmer and the challenges that her cooperative has to face in view of the current quinoa boom.
The quinoa hype has often been criticised as the increase in exports is said to make quinoa unaffordable in the countries of origin. Gladys’ view is slightly different. “At last, our people in the altiplano
have an opportunity to earn money with our product, so we can finally overcome many centuries
of poverty and have new hope for the future. I wonder it has taken the people of my country so long
to eat our product. 10 years ago they could have bought quinoa for a much lower price, but they
just didn’t do it.” According to Gladys, this is because indigenous culture and food continues to be
regarded as inferior. For Gladys, the international interest also offers hope that quinoa farming may
finally become a better source of income for those who grow it.
Andrea Fütterer from gepa talked about the endeavours and plans of Fair Trade organisations to help
Anapqui implement sustainable farming approaches. Anapqui has to compete with quinoa producers and traders whose primary goal is to profit from rising prices and larger sales volumes, without
taking into account the effects on the altiplano’s sensitive ecosystem. Organic farming alone is no
longer sufficient to ensure sustainability, Andrea explains. The llama herds must be preserved and
increased, as llama dung is an invaluable fertiliser. Additional measures are necessary to keep the
soil fertile and to combat erosion.
The public evening event of the Conference also focused on food. Who decides what food we are eating? What is “good food” – especially in terms of “enough food for everybody”? What could an
appropriate diet of the future be – i.e. a diet that is healthy for humans and for our planet? Sarah
Wiener, renowned chef, entrepreneur and advocate for a more sensible use of food, and Sepp Ortner,
organic farming pioneer and former head of the Bio Austria organic network, have started a lively
discussion on misguided developments in agriculture and food production, as well as the best path
to follow.
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A closer look at the quinoa
crop marked the start of
our autumn activities.
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Ortner criticised the fact that, in Austria, organic farming is often used as a public relations highlight
to convey a positive image, even though it is not appropriately integrated into the education and
training programmes for farmers at all. In fact, growth continues to be the main objective. “You
know what farmers are told? ‘In order to survive you can’t just have 12 cows, as in the past: you
need 40 cows now, and a shed that can be expanded to accommodate at least 80 cows. Then you
may stand a chance, but never forget: in Denmark, the average farmer has 150 cows.’ That’s what
young people are still being taught about the way farms should be run. And fodder is then imported
in bulk from Argentina or Brazil.” Genetically modified soy beans are grown on fields that are lost
to the native farmers who would otherwise grow food for the country’s own population.
Wiener underlined the importance of diversity and natural food: “The ‘islands of good taste’ are getting smaller; they are being eroded, and we have to defend them by any means. If our ‘window of
taste’ is manipulated from early childhood on, with certain heavily processed foods, flavourings
and flavour enhancers, we won’t be able to identify good quality, and can’t express demand for the
right taste.”
The next conference day was dedicated to another Fair Trade food: rice. Its history was presented by
rice expert Elisabeth Piras from Belgium, who used the cooperation with the Green Net rice cooperative from Thailand as a case in point. The initial activities, embarked upon by both the cooperative and the European Fair Trade organisations, are now having an effect: since its start 20 years
ago, Green Net has become a strong supporting structure for Thai small-scale farming families who
produce both traditional fragrant rice for export, and a range of other foodstuffs for their own use
and for the local market. Green Net also organises further education and training courses in organic
farming, supports adaptation measures to respond to the climate change, and serves as a network
that links small farmers’ organisations far beyond national borders.
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The diet of the future and
good food for everybody
– conference themes
as impulses for further
reflection.

Gladys Caral López, indigenous
small-scale farmer, cooperative
member and promoter of organic
farming: a great source of firsthand information.
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Advocates of a sensible and
responsible approach to food:
Sarah Wiener, Gladys Caral
López and Sepp Ortner.

Then Marlene Groß from Südwind Upper Austria presented the development policy workshop “Chicken with Rice”. Starting from the question as to why unused parts of European chickens eventually travel to Africa, the issue of optimised hybrid chickens and the assertion that genetically
manipulated rice can solve vitamin deficiencies in developing countries, Marlene illustrated the
general principles of globalised agriculture, followed by a discussion of options for activities and
alternatives.

Quinua - a key topic
After the conference Gladys Caral López, small farmers’ representative and promoter of organic farming, toured Austria for 10 days. She visited numerous events and discussion groups to talk about
the culture and practice of quinoa farming in Bolivia’s altiplano, as well as what her cooperative has
achieved and the challenges they have had to face. Her audience was impressed by her description
of life as an indigenous woman in one of the remotest and harshest regions of Bolivia, as well as her
commitment to the sustainable cultivation of the ancient Aymara and Quechua crops.
The cooperation with the worldshops has enabled contact with almost 600 people, including multipliers in the fields of development policy and organic farming, interested consumers, worldshop staff,
student groups and journalists. Gladys visited 15 towns and cities in all Austrian provinces. Her
message is, “Quinoa is nature’s gift to all of us. It is our duty to take care of it and to protect it.” To
do this, the poor soil in which this “wonder grain” is grown must be treated in a way that preserves
it as a basis for the lives of future generations too.
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At the SOFA small farmers’
organisation in Sri Lanka, young
plants are grown and distributed
among the members of the
cooperative. The tea plants thrive
amidst plentiful vegetation.

The world of (fair) tea
Vietnamese tea,
harvested from wildgrowing plants: the focal
theme of a seminar day.

From green, black, and white tea brands to rooibos and honey bush infusions or mate – the world of
EZA’s teas has become more diversified. To launch the new tea line from Vietnam, EZA organised
an expert meeting for worldshop staff and resellers, which took place in November 2013. The
themes on the agenda included the history of tea, with a tradition going back over thousands of
years, the communication of practical tea expertise, criteria for defining the quality and flavour of
different brands, the principles and new developments concerning the international FAIRTRADE
tea standards, as well as a presentation of our new brands and their specific characteristics. Our
special guest was Lutz Tönnis from the Cha Do tea house in Bremen, Germany, an expert with great
experience in Fair Trade organic tea, with whom EZA has cooperated in the acquisition of tea from
Vietnam. This tea grows on wild trees in the woods of northern Vietnam and is harvested by groups
of the H’Mong and Dao ethnic minorities. Over the years, this has become an alternative to poppy
farming for opium production. “The change is apparent in the villages with which we are cooperating,” Lutz says. “The people have become wealthier, and the premiums have allowed them to
build kindergartens and community houses.” The members of the Van Chan Farmers Club hope to
be able to use part of their future income to deal with the most pressing infrastructural deficiencies
in the remote villages.

The EZA study trip to Sri Lanka
The study trip to Sri Lanka that EZA organised in March 2014 was an opportunity for 20 worldshop
staff to gather first-hand experience of the living and working conditions of EZA’s partners. During
the two-week trip they visited the spice gardens of the PODIE farmers, a socially responsible marketing organisation with which EZA has cooperated for more than three decades. The participants
in the trip gained a vivid insight into the small-scale structures and the botanical diversity of an
agricultural system that combines crops for personal use and export-oriented production.
Tea growing does not require plantations, as the visitors learned at SOFA, a small farmers’ organisation where both tea and spices, as well as other tropical plants, are grown. The talks with SOFA
members illustrated the variety of activities that are undertaken to support the tea farmers.
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Young plants are cultivated in nurseries and then distributed among the families. Community
houses have been built where meetings are regularly held, and tools and training materials have
been made available. In the Bio Foods tea and spice treatment plants, the Austrian visitors learned
more about the further processing steps.
Fairness in toy production: this is where EZA’s partner organisations Selyn in Kurunegala and Golden Palm in Gampaha enter the picture. Seylin’s creative products are expertly designed from
hand-woven textiles. All production steps are made transparent – from dyeing the yarns to weaving,
cutting and further processing. Apart from production for export markets, Selyn take special care
to get established in the domestic market, with their own shops, attractive products and a good presentation of their toys. Golden Palm, on the other hand, specialises in toys made from FSC-certified
rubber tree wood. The visitors were made acquainted with the entire process – from cutting to the
finished product, and gained insight and information concerning the working conditions at the
enterprise.
Their impressions of the trip will be reflected in the travellers’ practical work at the worldshops in
Austria, and communicated to their customers.

A visitor from Lebanon
Our preparation for a new product line from the Mediterranean and Arabian regions included a visit
paid to Austria by Philippe Adaime, in the context of an expert meeting in April 2014. Philippe, a
co-founder of Fair Trade Lebanon, painted a vivid picture of the people behind the products, as well
as the complex, difficult political and social situation in his country. As a consequence of the war in
neighbouring Syria, around 1.2 million Syrian refugees have crossed the border to small Lebanon,
with just 4 million inhabitants. Lebanon’s domestic agricultural production faces direct competition with imported food that is sold for lower prices. In this situation, Fair Trade Lebanon focuses
on helping the rural population find sources of income, thus creating hopeful future prospects for
their communities. Cooperatives and small enterprises have thereby gained access to various types
of marketing support, from quality assurance to sale of their products under fair conditions. EZA’s
food line now includes chickpeas, red lentils, bulgur and hummus – a Mediterranean bread spread
– hand-made ketchup à la libanaise and olives, with more products to follow.
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The meeting was rounded off with the presentation of papers by nutritionist Christina Frauenschuh,
on the specific features of the new products, and landscape ecologist Josef Heringer, on the significance of old crops and the internationalisation of our diet.

Philippe Adaime of Fair Trade
Lebanon talked about the
conditions for producing
traditional Lebanese specialities,
in a difficult overall situation.
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Seamstresses at the Selyn
enterprise in Sri Lanka
produce toys made from
hand-woven cotton textiles,
under humane conditions.

Fair fashion: A school of thought
In spring, a cooperative project between EZA, Südwind Salzburg and 60 students of the Art and Design Department of the Salzburg HTL higher technical institute bore fruit: in the context of a workshop, a critical view of the intolerable conditions in global textile manufacturing motivated the
students to find creative alternatives. Their idea was to design a “fair T-shirt” and have it produced,
as a statement by young people to young people. Out of numerous sketches, five designs were finally chosen and printed on FAIRTRADE-certified organic cotton by our Indian partner organisation
Rajlakshmi. The T-shirts with eco-fair mottoes have been put on sale by Südwind Salzburg and the
worldshops all over Austria.

Business award for responsible enterprises
Social corporate
responsibility must be
based on clear rules.

EZA’s long-standing commitment to Fair Trade has been honoured at the business award ceremony of
the Economic Chamber of Salzburg: we were short-listed among the best three enterprises in the
Responsible Enterprises category, and won second place! As we see it, while initiatives taken by
individual enterprises are undoubtedly important, we also need a general framework that must be
provided by political decision-makers so that trade and other industries can focus on contributing
to a humane, sustainable global society.

Vote4Fair Trade
EZA and Südwind took part in the European Vote4Fair Trade campaign in the context of the European
elections. In an event jointly organised before the elections by the Global Responsibility platform,
Südwind and EZA, the Austrian EP candidates Ulrike Lunacek (Green Party), Jörg Leichtfried (Social Democrats), Georg Hanschitz (People’s Party), Stefan Gara (NEOS), as well as Sergi Corbalán
from the Brussels Fair Trade Advocacy Office, with Thomas Seifert from the Wiener Zeitung daily
as facilitator, discussed the issue of EU trade policy and its possible contribution to combating poverty and promoting fairness in trade.
“The point is to establish basic rules to ensure that the interests and needs of the weakest players in
the market – i.e. small-scale producers and workers – are respected, not only within the European
Union but in its external trade relations as well”, explained Sergi Corbalán on his visit to Vienna
8
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in May 2014. A Fair Trade Manifesto was issued, in which candidates to the European Parliament
were asked to advocate fairness in trade in the event that they were elected.
More than 500 candidates all over Europe signed the Manifesto, 117 of them were in fact elected,
and 4 of them are Austrians. The Members of the European Parliament who signed the Manifesto
are committing themselves to championing Fair Trade and fair trade structures in their work at the
European Parliament.

Expanding Fair Trade
Our partners in the South and the worldshops are our strongest allies in the expansion of Fair Trade.
The visiting tour of Gladys Caral López, our Bolivian guest from the Anapqui quinoa cooperative,
in autumn 2013 was one of the highlights in this context (see page 5).
EZA representatives held numerous lectures and provided contributions on the topics of Fair Trade,
our corporate policy, and specifically the philosophy of fair fashion, at events at the Salzburg University of Education, the Green’s economic organisation Grüne Wirtschaft Salzburg, the Wear Fair
exhibition, Südwind Upper Austria, further training programmes for biofair lecturers (in cooperation with Bio Austria), events organised by the worldshops and by resellers, as well as in the context of the Fair Trade academy. The visitors to our headquarters at Köstendorf, who went on tours of
the building and discussed Fair Trade matters with us, included a total of 35 groups (students and
adults) as well as 600 women farmers, who came to EZA during the farmers’ study trip organised
by the Agricultural Chamber of the district of Kufstein, Tyrol.
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In addition to our cooperation with Südwind, EZA was represented at the national level at the platform of the Clean Clothes campaign. This is also in line with our philosophy of not only offering
products from alternative sources but of also pointing to intolerable conditions in traditional production and trade structures and championing fair labour and trade relations.

Sergi Corbalán from the Brussels Fair Trade
Advocacy Office visiting the worldshop at
Vienna Lichtensteg. In the run-up to the EU
elections, he underlined the important role of
the EU in enabling fair international
economic relationships.
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We are open for
discussions on
Fair Trade.
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EZA’s partner policy paper is the basis of our cooperation with our partners. It is oriented towards the 10
standards of the World Fair Trade Organisation (WFTO) and lays down in writing what we expect of
our partner organisations, and what our partners can expect of EZA, in the context of a fair trading
partnership. In the case of FAIRTRADE certified products, the FAIRTRADE standards represent an
additional basis of our cooperation.
At present, EZA’s
products represent more
than 160 organisations.

EZA‘s partners’ committee decides whether or not trade relations with an organisation should be initiated or ended. We have stopped cooperating with the following partners: Minka (Peru), Q’antati
(Bolivia), Xochipilli (Mexico), Talon Sports (Pakistan), Posi, Procafem and 21 de Septiembre (organic coffee from Mexico), SAMTFMACS (organic coffee from India), Acawas (organic cocoa from
Nicaragua) and Coopercaju (organic cashew nuts from Brazil). The reasons why we no longer cooperate with the above organisations are that some of them have been closed down, one has withdrawn from export activities and exclusively supplies the domestic market, and others either can
no longer provide sufficient quantities of the products we would need, or do not meet the required
quality standards.
Our new partners are: Manos Campesinas (organic coffee from Guatemala), Yaxcoffee (organic coffee
from Mexico), Fair Trade Lebanon (chickpeas, bulgur, olives, red lentils, hummus and ketchup from
Lebanon), La Cucaracha (silk and tagua jewellery from Colombia), MKS (leather bags from India),
Agro Andino (organic physalis from Peru), Selyn (stuffed toy animals from Sri Lanka), Manos Amigas (jícara – calabash – products from El Salvador), Vision Technologies (footballs from Pakistan),
CDP San José de Apartado (organic cocoa from Colombia), Fair Trade Alliance Kerala (organic cashew nuts from India), and Van Chan Farmers Club (tea from Vietnam).
By the end of June 2014, EZA thus had a total of 161 trading partners. 74 of EZA‘s 93 partners in the
food sector are listed in the FAIRTRADE producers‘ registry, two have Fair for Life certification, and
two are WFTO members. 68 partners produce handicrafts and fair fashion. 38 of these are members
of the WFTO World Fair Trade Organisation, one has FAIRTRADE certification, and one is a WFTO
member and processes FAIRTRADE certified cotton. Descriptions of EZA’s partner organisations
are also available on EZA’s website, so as to ensure transparency towards our customers.

Journeys to our partner organisations
The maintenance of reliable long-term trade relationships is an important cornerstone of EZA‘s approach to trading partnerships. A direct exchange in the context of visits is a good opportunity to
find or develop new products, to learn more about our partners‘ work routines and production
processes, and to inform our partners on Fair Trade. During the reporting period, our staff visited
43 partner organisations in 9 different countries.
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The producers in the food sector we visited in the past business year again included coffee farmers in
Mexico and Guatemala. The strong fluctuation in coffee prices represents a massive challenge for
the small farmers’ organisations. “The price on the stock exchange went down so fast and so far – 2
years ago you’d have thought that’s outright impossible,” Franz Denk, EZA’s coffee expert said in
November 2013. In addition to the rise and fall in prices, the Roya fungus that is destroying the
coffee plants continues to be a serious problem for the producers. They respond to the fungus by
replacing old plants with more robust species, and by working their gardens with even more care.
This is aimed at combating the Roya fungus on the one hand, and increasing productivity as such
on the other.
In Guatemala, Franz Denk visited our long-standing partner organisations Ciasfa (formerly Cecapro),
and Guaya‘b, as well as Manos Campesinas. He also organised a meeting with representatives of
our partner organisation Cafel from Honduras. In Mexico, he met members of ISMAM, Redcafes,
POSI, CIRSA, FIECH, Paluchen, Juan Sabines, Uciri, Tiemenlonlá, Flor de Cafetal, Yaxcoffee and
Yeni Navan/Michiza.
During the reporting period Denise Günther, EZA’s food importer, travelled to South Africa to get to
know our partners at WORC (rooibos tea) and Ericaville (honey bush tea), and to learn more about
the further processing and packaging steps at Cape Honeybush and Zimele.

Journeys to our handicrafts and fair fashion partners

Photos: EZA

As every year, Katharina Mühlberger, who is in charge of fair fashion, visited Craft Aid in Mauritius;
Rajlakshmi and Sasha in India; Allpa, Minka, Raymisa and CIAP in Peru; as well as Coproca, Qhana, Señor de Mayo and Q’Antati in Bolivia, to prepare the 2015 collections of our Anukoo label.
Eva Mayrhuber, EZA’s handicrafts purchaser, met our long-standing partner organisations Sasha,
EMA and CRC, as well as our new partner MKS in India, in order to define the leather bag line for
the next season.

Prototypes for the forthcoming
Anukoo winter collection are
being designed at Raymisa, Peru.
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Martina Felber from EZA
and Vincente from the
Copavic glass blowers in
Guatemala, preparing a
new line of glass products.

Invited by Agroexport Guatemala, our colleague Gerhard Wimmer again visited the handicrafts fair in
Antigua, Guatemala, where more than 100 groups, including a few of EZA’s partner organisations,
presented their products. For Gerhard, the fair was an opportunity to talk to the producers, and
afterwards to visit the Copavic glass blowers, as well as the handicrafts organisations of Aj Quen,
Manos Amigas, Pop Atziak, and, finally, UCA Ruffati in El Salvador. It has become apparent that
the general situation, particularly for our partners in Guatemala, is getting increasingly difficult.
“EZA has meanwhile become the most important customer for all of them, which means that their
expectations of us are very high,” explains Wimmer.

Product development in practice
The reporting period also saw an important stimulus for product development at the Copavic glassblowing enterprise in Guatemala. Our colleague Martina Felber, a trained glass designer herself,
spent several days at the cooperative and developed new product lines with the glass blowers. Copavic has produced handicrafts for Fair Trade for several decades. Their products are made from recycled glass. However, in recent years orders have declined, while the local production costs have
risen, and Copavic has thus just been able to keep the company running and to pay the workers’
wages, but investments and product development have barely been possible. The impetus given by
the workshop can contribute to improving the order situation at the cooperative and preserving the
glass blowers’ jobs.
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Support for our partners
Our partner organisation Yeni Navan’s coffee renewal programme, which was financially supported by
EZA and the Austrian Development Agency (ADA), was phased out in the reporting period, and
has become an important model for other cooperatives in this region. The focus is not just on plant
renewal but also on building “demonstration gardens”, shadow tree nurseries and composting facilities. The experimental fields also serve for training purposes. The members of the cooperative
learn the best possible method of planting coffee gardens in order to raise productivity while keeping the soil fertile and ensuring plant diversity.
In addition, EZA as well as other Fair Trade actors supported the building of a roofed storage facility
for the coconuts of the Green Net producers in Thailand. As a result of climate change, larger quantities of rain are falling. So far, the coconuts had been placed on makeshift beds of coconut shells
and covered with plastic sheets to protect them against the rain. However, under these storage conditions the coconuts are susceptible to mould, which makes them useless for further processing and
has led to great losses. Now that a better storage facility is available, the problem has been solved.

Photos: EZA

We provided financial support for our partner organisation PFTC from the Philippines, from whom we
import the traditional Mascobado sugar, to overcome the dramatic consequences of typhoon Haiyan. With funds from EZA, as well as donations from the worldshops and committed individuals,
it was possible to repair two of the cooperative’s sugar mills, which had been completely destroyed
– and it was even possible to equip the mills with motorised settling tanks. This, above all, makes
the producers’ work much easier, as they no longer have to empty the molasses tanks by hand.

Members of the Yeni
Navan cooperative in
the coffee garden, on
their way to a further
training course, and
in the nursery.
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Denise Günther, EZA, and
“Uncle Doug”, the oldest
member of the WORC rooibos
cooperative in South Africa.

Support, assistance and evaluation
As a member of the European Fair Trade Association (www.european-fair-trade-association.org), EZA
also plays an active role in the EFTA monitoring group. In the context of this cooperation, EZA has
committed itself to carrying out or funding three partner evaluations per year. In the evaluation,
the implementation of fair production and trade relationships is jointly analysed. The results of
the evaluations are shared with other EFTA members, and the implementation of any necessary
measures is then planned.
Evaluations of partner
organisations provide
impulses for further
development.

During the reporting period Birgit Cálix, who is in charge of EZA’s monitoring, travelled to Colombia
and evaluated our partner organisations Sapia (leather bags, jewellery from natural materials and
orange peel products) and La Cucaracha (tagua and silk jewellery), a highly committed small initiative that is new in the Fair Trade business: as a first step, it has also been necessary to communicate the standards of Fair Trade and discuss them with our partner. “Evaluations of this type also
help our partners become aware of their responsibility towards the producers and workers in their
workshops,” Calix explains.
EZA also commissioned and funded an EFTA evaluation of our Moroccan partner organisation Targanine, from which we have been importing organic argan oil since 2007. This evaluation was carried
out by Erika Girault from the French Artisan du Monde Fair Trade organisation. “Five days of intensive work at various levels of the organisations have revealed a very positive picture of a structure
that is indeed cooperative, and run by organised producers,” says Birgit, summarising the results.
As a direct response to the evaluation, EZA introduced a system of premiums that are added to the
purchasing price in order to raise the income of the women who do the laborious work of opening
the argan nuts by hand. Targanine also plans to organise a separate cooperative of the workers who
collect the argan nuts and deliver them to the grassroots cooperatives for further treatment.
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Visits by our partner organisations
Visits to Austria are an opportunity for EZA‘s partners to get to know their Fair Trade partners in
Europe, to get direct feedback on their products and the work of their organisations, and to communicate first-hand information from their countries. In the reporting period, representatives of 13
organisations from nine different countries came to see EZA: Irani Sen (CRC, India), Samuel Masih
(Noah’s Ark, Nepal), Philippe Adaime (Fair Trade Lebanon), Mithu Dam (MKS, India), Gladys Caral
López (Anapqui, Bolivia), Revita Shrestha and Srishti Bajracharya (ACP, Nepal), Ravi Jayawardena
(Golden Palm, Sri Lanka), Hugo Roblero (Fiech, Mexico), Olga Parra (La Cucaracha, Colombia), Gabriel Kamudu (Craft Aid, Mauritius), Flora Mamani (CIAP, Peru), Devika Sonar (Sasha, India), Ram
Ramasamy & Rias Kahn (SIPA, India).

Promoting and advancing Fair Trade
At the European level, EZA took part in seven meetings of the EFTA European Fair Trade Association. In the handicrafts and fair fashion sectors, the focus was on aspects of quality assurance, building a product-related image database, as well as sustainable design as a challenge for Fair Trade.
As in the previous year, the main themes on the agenda of the monitoring group were the advancement of the EFTA evaluation system, exchange on partner organisations as well as activities regarding living wages, which has been defined as a focal goal to be pursued by EFTA.

Photos: EZA

At the international level, EZA’s activities in the context of the EFTA monitoring group are part of our
input to the WFTO World Fair Trade Organisation (www.wfto.com), where we provide feedback on
the advancement of the WFTO standards. In addition, EZA staff participated in the regional conference of WFTO Europe, which took place in the Netherlands.

At the workshop of Manos Amigas,
EZA’s partner organisation in El
Salvador, calabash shells are used
as production materials under
exemplary working conditions.
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We are integrated into
Fair Trade networks
at the European and
international levels.
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Worldshops
The worldshops account for a turnover of EUR 5.5 million, or 34.4% of EZA’s total sales, and thus
continue to be our largest customer group in terms of sales. The slight decrease of 1% is primarily connected with fashion and accessories (bags, jewellery, scarves). And it reflects the Austrian
Worldshop Association’s acceptance of additional new suppliers.
During the reporting period, numerous focal events and activities were organised both for, and in cooperation with, the worldshops. They include events with guests from the South, such as Bolivian
quinoa farmer Gladys Caral López, as well as one-day seminars to introduce new products (e.g. food
from Lebanon, and tea from Vietnam).
In addition, EZA cooperated with the Linz worldshop in the context of the 2013 Wear Fair exhibition
on ecofair fashion and sustainable lifestyle, and provided funding for the cooperation between the
Austrian Worldshop Association and Austrian suppliers of organic vegetables for home delivery in
the context of a Fair Trade campaign run over several years.

Grocery retailers
The 3.3% rise in sales volumes, reaching EUR 5 million, is accounted for mainly by increases in the
category of other foodstuffs such as tea, fruit gums, dried fruit and chutneys. Special promotion activities were launched in several supermarkets, and we’ve intensified our services for private grocery retailers. New advertising materials, e.g. an attractive food catalogue, have also boosted our sales.

Photos: EZA, Klaus Vyhnalek
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ouR CuStoMeRS

At Craft Aid in Mauritius, screenprinting is used for the textiles
made from FAIRTRADE certified
organic cotton, from which fair
fashion is then produced.
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Resellers
This customer group is primarily composed of organic food shops and distributors, as well as individual
specialised shops and boutiques. In the reporting period, the latter did not buy as much fashion
as in the previous year, which has resulted in a decline of 2.8%. In the fashion sector, we have
intensified our cooperation with the Innsbruck World Fair Trade Shop, which, in addition to the
existing fair fashion line, has now provided space where products from former fashion collections
are offered for sale at massively reduced prices. In order to enhance our cooperation with resellers,
EZA’s training programmes for worldshops have been opened to this group as well. Furthermore,
resellers with relevant handicrafts sales will also be visited twice a year for a presentation of our
new products on offer.

EZA worldshops and Anukoo fair fashion shop
Unfortunately, the sales by the three EZA-owned worldshops (one in Salzburg and two in Vienna)
have been lower than in the previous year. The Anukoo fair fashion shop in Vienna has been able
to maintain its sales levels, although in fact a higher turnover was originally planned. In sum, the
turnover accounted for by EZA’s own shops has seen a decrease of 4.0%.

Sales by distribution channel
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EZA’s turnover is accounted for by sales of products to
the following groups of customers:

Worldshops
–1.0 %
Grocery retailers

Worldshops 34.4 %

+3.3 %
Resellers & caterers

EU & non-EU 7.2 %

–2.8 %
EZA worldshops & Anukoo shop
–4.0 %

Final consumers 1.5 %

Institutions
–9.9 %

Action groups 1.6 %

–5.3 %

Institutions 6.6 %

Action groups

Final consumers
+7.7 %
EU & non-EU

EZA-owned worldshops &
Anukoo shop 8.3 %

+2.3 %
Resellers & caterers 9.0 %

T O TA L S A L E S

2012/2013	EUR 15 638 354

2012/2013

2013/2014	EUR 15 510 938

2013/2014

Grocery retailers 31.4 %
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Institutions
This group includes private and public agencies, such as educational institutions, hospitals and offices, as well as institutions that place large orders, such as the Carol Singing Campaign of the
Catholic Children‘s Movement, one of EZA’s long-standing customers. It is good to see that our
contact with FAIRTRADE community groups has gradually intensified. Here EZA can provide special promotion offers to support their work. Regrettably, Missio did not place its usual large annual
order for its youth campaign and, as this loss has not been fully offset by sales to other customers, a
decline in sales of 9.9% has been recorded in the category of institutional customers.

Action groups
The downwards trend of the past years has continued. Action groups have increasingly tended to buy
goods from local worldshops, or have stopped organising sales events as Fair Trade products have
meanwhile become more easily available through conventional trade. The resulting decline in sales
has amounted to 5.3%.

Final consumers
This group consists of customers who visit our headquarters at Köstendorf in the context of field trips
and to whom we offer information on Fair Trade as well as our products, and also consumers who,
as a result of advertising measures in connection with the Plusregion initiatives, buy Fair Trade
products directly at Köstendorf. The rising number of visits by groups has resulted in a significant
sales increase of 7.7%. Worthy of mention here is the initiative taken by the Kufstein section of the
Tyrolean Chamber of Agriculture to select EZA as the destination for the annual women farmers’
study trips in April 2014. In just one week, several hundred women farmers came to EZA to learn
more about the principles of Fair Trade as well as its practical side, and the wide range of products
on offer.

european union & Switzerland

Photos: EZA

The sales to our European partner organisations in Germany and Belgium have developed favourably.
They buy part of their fair fashion products and handicrafts through EZA. We have also established
contact with a Fair Trade organisation from Finland; and furthermore, younger Fair Trade import
organisations from Slovenia, the Czech Republic, Slovakia and Poland are buyers of EZA‘s products. As a result, the sales in this group have risen by 2.3%. During the reporting period, EZA
intensified its cooperation with the German Fair Handelshaus in Bavaria and FAIRE in Dresden. We
visited German worldshops to present our handicrafts, and participated in the regional Fair Trade
sales exhibition in Augsburg.

Matching colours: leather
bags and alpaca knitwear
from Bolivia.
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Coffee
Coffee accounts for 36.6% of EZA‘s total turnover, and is thus a key product for our economic success.
Even though the second half of 2013 saw a downwards trend in the world market price of coffee –
which is lower than the price EZA pays, as we add premiums – it was obvious that another rise was
to be expected for first half of 2014. We therefore decided to stick to the same price level during the
entire business year. The resulting larger margin has noticeably contributed to the positive revenue.
However, a decline in sales of 2.2% has also been recorded, as one supermarket chain no longer
presents our products on two different shelves. A total of 542 tons of roasted coffee was sold.

Chocolate

The tea leaves from wildgrowing trees in the woodlands
of northern Vietnam are
harvested by members of
ethnic minorities.

Photo: Fairtrade International, D. Gentilhomme

Chocolate is our second-most important product in the food category. At a turnover of EUR 2.3 million,
it accounts for 14.2% of total sales volume. The Cariño and Fairetta brands that are manufactured in
Germany have seen small rises, while the sales figures for Swiss-produced Mascao and Compañera
have gone down slightly, as their prices are subject to the Swiss franc-to-euro exchange rate and have
become more expensive. However, the decline in sales of 2.5% has primarily been accounted for by
chocolate snacks: here, our prices have, in fact, become less competitive.
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Meanwhile, 85% of
our fair Trade food is
certified organic food.
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Other foodstuffs
This group includes tea, cocoa, chocolate spreads, sugar, honey, nuts, dried fruit, various snacks,
spices, oil, rice and quinoa. The majority of products show an increase in turnover, particularly
herbal and fruit infusions, fruit gums, spices and dried fruit. The new tea from Vietnam, which is
gathered from wild-growing tea trees, as well as a range of new foodstuffs from Lebanon, have got
off to a good start. The fact that sales in this group have nevertheless decreased by 3.0% is solely
due to our losing the large Missio order (see “Institutions” section on page 18).

Cosmetics
The turnover of our BDIH certified natural cosmetics has gone down by 5.1%.

Fair Fashion
Fair fashion, comprising clothing, jewellery and bags, has up to now accounted for a turnover of EUR
2.9 million, or 18.4% of total sales. The rise of 5.9% results primarily from increases in the summer
collection sales of our Anukoo fashion line, as well as our cooperation partner Göttin des Glücks, a
design collective that has opened its own new fashion shops and has thus increased its sales figures
with regard to both quantities and turnover. EZA presented its Anukoo fashion line at the Innatex

Sales by product category
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EZA’s turnover is accounted for by the following groups of
products:

Coffee
–2.0 %
Chocolate
–2.5 %

Handicrafts 9.8 %

Coffee 36.6 %

Other foodstuffs
–3.0 %
Cosmetics

Chocolate 14.2 %

– 5.1 %
Fair fashion
+5.9 %

Cosmetics 1.0 %

Handicrafts
+2.4 %
Other foodstuffs 20.0 %

T O TA L S A L E S

2012/2013	EUR 15 638 354

2012/2013

2013/2014	EUR 15 510 938

2013/2014
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Fair fashion 18.4 %

Photos: Erica Girault

OUR PRODUCTS

At the Toudarte grassroots
cooperative in Morocco:
before the unique argan oil
can be produced, women
do the laborious work of
opening the hard shells of
the argan nuts by hand (see
also page 14).

international natural textiles fair in Hofheim/Taunus (Germany), the Fair Trade sales exhibition in
Augsburg (Germany), the Wear Fair exhibition of ecofair fashion and sustainable lifestyle in Linz
(Austria), and, specifically for worldshops, at regional fashion shows in Bavaria (Germany), Salzburg and Vienna. Furthermore, we have intensified our sales consulting services for the regional
worldshops.

Handicrafts
This product group includes home decoration goods, gifts and musical instruments. The corresponding
turnover has slightly risen, by 2.4%.
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Assets
eZA’s business year
covered the period from
1 July 2013 to 30 June
2014.

The value of assets has gone down further due to depreciations. As at the balance sheet date, inventories were 1% (i.e. approx. EUR 70 000) lower than in the previous year. Regarding foodstuffs, the
corresponding figures have decreased due to smaller chocolate inventories and the lower world
market price of coffee. Handicrafts inventories, on the other hand, are somewhat higher compared
to the previous year. Accounts receivable are slightly lower than in the previous year. Due to the
favourable overall result, cash on hand and cash in banks is approximately EUR 450 000 higher
than the year before. This is the reason for the balance sheet extension.

liabilities
The share capital is EUr 638 000. Cumulative net income has gone up by the annual profit of EUR
349 226, to EUR 966 150. The capital stock-to-assets ratio has thus grown to 16.3%. Provisions
have risen by approximately EUR 116 000. They include staff-related provisions (e.g. for holidays,
dismissal payments, anniversary payments), as well as provisions for corporate income tax. The
improved capital resources, further repayments of investment loans for our storage and office building, and the 6% increase in small loans, to EUR 3.18 million, due to banks has decreased by 17%.

Income statement
The turnover has been 0.8% lower than in the previous year. The main reason is the loss of one large
customer: Missio. Sales input had gone down by 6.4%, due to the smaller turnover on the one hand,
a more favourable euro-to-US-dollar exchange rate and the lower world market price of coffee. This
has resulted in a rise in revenues of EUR 520 000 as against the previous year.
Personnel expenses have risen due to statutory wage increases, several other wage increments, higher
provisions for vacations, longer sick leaves, one large dismissal payment, as well as a profit distribution among all staff amounting to approx. EUR 191 000. The cost of office and workshop space
has gone down due to lower energy costs. Selling expenses have gone up by around EUR 84 000,
due to re-intensified advertising efforts and a slight increase in transport costs. Regarding administrative costs, lower losses on receivables and damage in the course of operation have permitted a
cost reduction of approx. EUR 57 000. Depreciation has risen by around EUR 11 000, primarily due
to higher depreciation of minor assets. As a result of low interest rates and better liquidity, interest
expenses have improved by approx. EUR 22 000. The good overall figures have considerably increased corporate income tax as against the previous year.
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The significant improvement in coffee-related revenues has, to a certain degree, enabled additional
expenditure, primarily in the area of advertising. This has been paralleled by cost reductions in administration and regarding interest payments. The result is an annual net income of EUR 349 226.
In the reporting period EZA employed a staff of 76 (at headquarters and in EZA’s four shops): 50
women and 26 men. In terms of full-time employees, this corresponds to an annual average of 61.9
FTEs.

Annual statement as at 30 June 2014
figures refer to euros

12/13

13/14

Comparison

Intangible assets
tangible assets

24 953
2 361 327

32 670
2 179 504

31 %
–8 %

Financial assets

36 494

36 494

0%

FIXeD ASSetS

2 422 774

2 248 668

–7 %

Inventories

5 808 155

5 738 062

–1 %

Accounts receivable and other assets

1 313 923

1 231 948

–6 %

144 690

597 686

313 %

CuRRent ASSetS
Deferred income

7 266 768
48 264

7 567 696
47 195

4%
–2 %

ASSetS

9 737 806

9 863 559

1%

638 000

638 000

0%

0

0

Cash on hand and cash in banks

Share capital
Revenue reserve
Cumulative net income/loss

616 924

966 150

57 %

1 254 924

1 604 150

28 %

682 665

798 532

17 %

Due to banks

3 205 978

2 658 964

–17 %

Due to small lenders

3 013 393

3 182 572

6%

other liabilities

1 580 846

1 619 341

2%

lIABIlItIeS
Deferred income

7 800 217
0

7 460 877
0

–4 %

lIABIlItIeS

9 737 806

9 863 559

1%

CApItAl StoCK
ACCRueD lIABIlItIeS

Income statement
figures refer to euros

Sales revenues
other operating income
Sales input
InComE
personnel expenses
expenses for office and workshop space

12/13

13/14

Comparison

15 638 354
86 962
10 092 704

15 510 938
92 775
9 451 060

–0.8 %
6.7 %
–6.4 %

5 632 612
2 879 155

6 152 653
3 070 778

9.2 %
6.7 %
–9.3 %

220 809

200 291

1 149 018

1 233 498

7.4 %

Administrative expenses

938 843

881 054

–6.2 %

Depreciation

253 803

264 712

4.3 %

Interest

157 752

135 090

–14.4 %

978
5 600 358

18 004
5 803 427

1740.9 %
3.6 %

32 254

349 226

982.7 %

Selling expenses

Corporate income tax
EXPEnSES
net InCoMe/loSS
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«

„We must dare to imagine what a better society and a truly
fair and sustainable way of managing the economy could be
like.
We need utopian models, we need dreams – we must open
our minds to bold concepts. (...) The vision of success is
hugely motivating.” Ilija Trojanow
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